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Change Order 5 

Weber County – 12th Street Corridor, Segment 3 
Change Order 5 

 

This change order is to cover the costs to repair the existing Knight Irrigation line at the oxbow crossing. 
The original designed plan for the oxbow crossing was to replace the existing 18 inch pipe with a new 24 
inch RCP pipe. The contractor potholed all the existing utilities prior to performing the work and found 
the existing 18 inch non-reinforced concrete Knight Irrigation line was lower than what was shown in the 
plans. The existing Knight Irrigation line runs along the south edge of the roadway and sat just above the 
existing 18 inch oxbow crossing pipe, so it would be in direct conflict with upsizing the oxbow crossing. 
To mitigate the utility conflict, it was agreed upon and approved in change order #3 to run two 18 inch 
RCP pipes instead of the new 24 inch RCP pipe to replace the existing oxbow crossing. The two new 18 
inch RCP pipes would run on top and below the existing Knight Irrigation pipe. The contractor was able 
to start installing the two oxbow crossing pipes starting from the south. They passed the Knight Irrigation 
line and continued heading north installing the lines. As they were close to finishing up the crossings on 
the north end they noticed a lot of water leaking out of the backfill on the south side of the roadway. The 
contractor excavated back down to the pipe crossings and found that the existing Knight Irrigation line 
had cracked. This was discussed and determined that the cause of the break was a combination of the 
vibrations of the compaction efforts on the old non-reinforced concrete pipe. It was discussed amongst the 
team and was agreed upon to split the costs 50-50 to repair the line in this location on the Army Corps of 
Engineer’s right-of-way. To repair the pipe, it was agreed upon to replace 3 lengths of the existing 18 inch 
non-reinforced concrete pipe with 18 inch ADS pipe. The new ADS pipe was connected to the existing 
concrete pipe using couplers and concrete collars poured over the couplers. Flow fill was then used to 
backfill the around the Knight Irrigation line and up to the flowline of the top oxbow crossing pipe to 
avoid further damaging the surrounding non-reinforce concrete pipe and to ensure all voids could be 
completely backfilled. The repair took a total of two days to excavate and remove the existing line 
without damaging the new oxbow crossing lines or the existing irrigation line, drain out the existing line, 
install the new ADS pipe, place the concrete and flow fill and to backfill the remaining upper portion of 
the trench. This pay item will include covering 50% of the repair to the existing Knight Irrigation line. 
(Weber County’s total portion of the Knight Irrigation repair = $5,257.25) 

The following items are being added to the contract.  

Add Item: #132 Knight Irrigation Oxbow Crossing Repair 

(Add Item #132 – Knight Irrigation Oxbow Crossing Repair) The existing Knight Irrigation 18 inch non-
reinforced pipe cracked and started leaking while the contractor was backfilling the revised oxbow 
crossing trench. The contractor repaired the existing line by replacing the existing non-reinforced concrete 
pipe with ADS pipe. The ADS pipe was connected to the existing concrete pipe using couplers with 
concrete collars. The pipe was then back filled with flow fill up to the spring line of the top oxbow 
crossing pipe. The damage and repair were discussed and agreed upon by the project team to split the 
costs 50-50 due to the condition of the existing pipe and the contractor’s responsibility to protect the 
existing utility lines. The contractor’s efforts were tracked in the field and agreed to pay for this repair 
using time and materials. The contractor’s tracking sheet and material invoices are shown in attachment 1. 
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Staker Parson submitted a cost for each item as follows: 

Item No. Description Unit Quantity Unit Price 
Amount 

Increase/Decrease 

132 Knight Irrigation Oxbow 
Crossing Repair LS 1 $5,257.25 $5,257.25 

Total Net Changes for this change order  $5,257.25 
 

All time and materials for this pay item have been tracked, checked and agreed on in the field for this 
change order and are thereby recommended for acceptance.   

 

Contract Time  

This work does not affect the Contractor’s critical path, so no additional time will be added for this 
change order. 
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15% = $98.60Total = $755.93 
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15% = $205.57Total = $1,576.06
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